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                   In Focus 
  FLUSHING CAMERA CLUB NEWS 
       In our 48th year counting. 
       Member: Photographic Federation of Long Island (PFLI)        
 
        “Together in friendship may we learn the art of photography” 

Visitors always welcome. 

From the Edoitor’s Desk:                                                                                                      

Hope everyone had a great Passover and Easter celebration.  I 

see from our Facebook page that many members are taking 

advantage of all the spring blooming flowers this time of year.  

A good time to stock up on flower images.                                                       

Well our season is rapidly coming to a close.  May is our last 

regular comp and then June we have the “Best of the Best” comp 

to select the “Photographers of the Year” and “Images of the 

Year”  Good luck to everyone.                                                                                              

Don’t forget to get your money in and reserve a seat for our 

Annual Awards Dinner coming at the end of June.  See page 2 

for details.                                        “photoJoe” Crupi 

1st— Competition (subject Reflections)—Judge  Robert Glick                                                          

15th –Ira Berger -”Making Money with Photography”                           

29th—Helen Repstad –TBA 

5th— Competition “Best of the Best”                                                  

19th –Our Annual Awards Dinner (make your reservation and pay 

now—no paying at the door please) 



 
 

Marc Josloff was our presenter on April 17.  On this, his 

second visit to FCC, Marc told us all about “Fine Art” .  Starting 

with a relative definition and augmenting it with his fabulous   

images he took us through some deep thoughts as to when an 

image becomes “Fine Art”.    

Courtesy of B&H Photo and 

NPAN Lance Keimig opened  

the day's events with a 

presentation on night 

Photography. He(3rd from left) 

courteously took a photo with 

some FCC members.  His 

presentation included images 

depicting the history of night 

photography from the first night 

photo ever taken to examples of 

images taken today with various 

new equipment such as drones.  

A very enjoyable presentation 

but some wished it included 

more of a “how to” than just 

what was and is being done in 

the realm of night photography. 

I visited with Mary Thompson in Northport just before Easter and after Mary’s visit, I spent time with Bell Smith at her 

home. Both are doing well …and send their greetings to FCC.    Cheers, Dorothy  

April 14 PFLI SPRING SPECTACULAR 

Next courtesy of Nikon we had Cliff Mautner who is a wedding and portrait photographer.  He explained his 

process of creating his marvelous wedding photographs.  For one he almost never uses flash.  Yes you read correctly he 

uses available light most of the time.  His signature images are back lit with the sun behind the subjects .  The images 

he showed us gave our members reason to try his technique. 

Winners of the numerous prizes were selected during the lunch break and names posted.  In all the day was very 

rewarding and it was another fine job by the crew at PFLI.  See you next year again. 

Its time again for another great end of year Awards Dinner. 

This year it is at Donovan’s   214-16 41st Ave off of Bell Blvd. 

It is on Wednesday June 19th at 7PM and the cost is still only $38 

which includes salad, entrée, soft drinks, desert, coffee, and gratuities. 

As usual along with the presentation of our awards there will be a 

special photography related presentation during the night. 

Please pay in advance at our meeting since there is no paying at the 

door.. 
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Wayne Gretzky, “You miss 100% of the shots you don’t take”.  (applies to photography too) 

Flushing Town Hall Members Showcase - Joe Macaluso did a fine job 

coordinating with Flushing Town Hall for  FCC to display our images.  Andy Silver and Joe 

Crupi arranged for the printing of the images and Andy with Bill McLernon followed up by 

hanging the images in a very aesthetically pleasing. way.    
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Salon Digital Points Entries  B Digital Points Entries  
                Moving on up... 

Dennis Golin    (IOM) 41.5 16  Tony Sicilliano 39 16 
   

   Tp A gp  next season 

Bernard Huang 41.5 16  Edward Xu 28 14    To A gp  next season 

Sherre Lin 41 16  Bill McClernon 26 16  

Terry Chen 38.5 16  Joe Macaluso 23 16  

Anne Hickey 38 16  Frederick Mark 22 16  

Tony Coppeta 37.5 16  Sandy Nunez         (IOM) 16.5 6  

Andrew Silver 37 16  Shelia Golden 11.5 9  

Martin Fleischer 34.5 16  Norman Eng 10 7  

Henry SzcZepanski 33.5 16      

Lucy Pearce 33 16  A Digital Points Entries  

Ramiro Agredo 26.5 11      

Tom Mrwik 19 10  Conrad Tinney 33.5 14  

       Bernie Gellman 31.5 16  

    Louise DeStafano 31.5 16  

Creative Digital Points Entries  Roy Woelfel 31 16  

    Sharon Jackson 26.5 16  

Dennis Golin 22 8  Archie Reyes         (IOM) 17 12  

Joe Crupi         (IOM) 21.5 8  Richard DeDalto 12.5 6  

Barbara Shea 19 8  Uris McKay 8.5 6  

Anne Hickey  18.5 8  Matsuyama Tsunemasa 5.5 4  

Tony Coppeta 16.5 7  Georgina Eng 4.5 4  

Joe Macaluso 16 8      

Tony Sicilliano 16 8  Black & White  Points Entries  

Helen Repstad 15.5 8      

Martin Fleischer 14 8  Joe Crupi 20.5 8  

Bill McLernon 14 8  Dennis Golin 18 8  

Roy Woelfel 14 8  Anne Hickey 17.5 8  

Bernie Gellman 5 2  Martin Fleischer 17.5 8  

Conrad Tinney 5 3  Ramiro Agredo 16 6  

Lucy Pearce 2.5 1  Barbara Shea 16 8  

Sandy Nunez 2 1  Tony Sicilliano 15 8  

Terry Chen 1.5 1  Bill McLernon 14 8  

Sharon Jackson 1.5 1  Joe Macaluso 13.5 8  

Tom Mrwik 1.5 1  Helen Repstad 12 8  

Andrew Silver 1.5 1  Roy Woelfel 11.5 8  

    Sandy Nunez 9 2  

    Tony Coppeta        (IOM) 7.5 3  

    Tom Mrwik 5.5 4  

    Conrad Tinney 5 2  

    Sharon Jackson 4 2  

    Bernie Gellman 2.5 2  

    Terry Chen 1.5 1  

    Frederick Mark 1 1  

        

        

Judge: 

Compiled by Marty Fleischer 
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A Group Archie Reyes 

B Group Sandy Nunez 

“Bloom and Grow” 

S Group Dennis Golin 

“Damselfly Silhouette” 

B&W Tony Coppeta 

“Mister Chen” 

Creative  Joe Crupi   

“Walk Toward the Light” 



        Judges - Joe Pellicone - Alan Agdern - Stan Mehlman -  

 CRE  Bernie Gellman           Lamp-2                                      19  

 CRE  Helen Repstad            red rose bud                              19 

 CRE  joe macaluso              Landscape                                 19 

 CRE  Martin Fleischer         59th Street Bridge Light Show  20 

 CRE  tony sicilliano             BW Barnard Church                    20 

 CRE  bill mclernon              Oak Leaf Sunroof                        20 

 CRE  Roy woelfel                 The Bricks                                    21 

 CRE  Dennis Golin               Planetarium Star Streaks          21 

 CRE  Tony Coppeta              Rainbow Drops                          21 

 CRE  Barbara Shea              HITCHING A RIDE   copy            21 

 CRE  Joe Crupi                      Walk Towards the Light            21 

 CRE  A Hickey                       Tryllium                                      22 

                                                                                                                       

  DPA  Lucy Pearce              Mornning Dew                             21 

 DPA  Helen Repstad          bw flower697                              21 

 DPA  Andrew Silver            9463                                             21 

 DPA  Tom Mrwik                OysterCatcher & Chick                21 

 DPA  Barbara Shea           BW Dragon Fly                              21 

 DPA  Martin Fleischer       bw I Want My Maypo                    21 

 DPA  Dennis Golin             Fantasy Tree Trio                        22  

 DPA  Tony Coppeta            BW  Mister Chen                         22 

 DPA  Sherre Lin                 follow me                                     23 

 DPA  Joe Crupi                    Storm Clouds over Farm            23 

 DPA  Ramiro Agredo           BW kobie                                     24  

 DPA  Bernard Huang          drop fish                                      24 

                                                               

 

 

 DPB  Sheila Golden            Columns                               20  

 DPB  S Nunez                     Bloom&Grow                         20 

 DPB  joe macaluso             bird on a Sign                        21 

 DPB  Edward X                    beauty                                    21 

 DPB  Conrad Tinney            Winter                                    21 

 DPB  Louise Destefano      Flameburst                             21 

 DPB  Roy woelfel                Butterfly 6741                        21 

 DPB  bill mclernon             BW Shadow Play                     21 

 DPB  tony sicilliano            Sunset Over The Mountains  21 

 DPB  Bernie Gellman         Butterfly                                  21 

 DPB  Frederick Mark          beauty in rust                          22 

 DPB  A Hickey                    Santa Fe Church                      22 

 DPB  Henry SzcZepanski   PARTY ON                                23 

 DPB  Georgina Eng            November 2018                      23 
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So what does that mean? To me, it means anything that is enjoyed for its visual appearance. 

Compare that with a wildlife photo that may be taken for a magazine article on an endangered 

species. That has more of a journalistic purpose.                                                                                                         

In a nutshell, Fine Art Photography is probably what most of us do. We want our photos to be 

appreciated for the way they look. And because of that, with Fine Art Photography, anything 

goes. My best advice if you're someone that wanted "Fine Art" techniques is this... Stop putting a 

label on it. If you're into photography purely for your own enjoyment, then stop with the rules 

already. Do what you want. If that's keeping it close to reality, then fine. If that's post-processing 

your photo to your vision (which may be far from reality), then OWN IT and don't apologize for 

using Photoshop or Lightroom.   

Copyright © 2019 Matt Kloskowski Inc., All rights reserved. 

Sign  up over at MattK.com  

I had over 5000 survey responses and (by far) the most requested 

thing was "Fine Art" techniques. So then I started wondering, 

what really is Fine Art Photography?                                                                        

As you can imagine there is no official definition. But here's one I 

found while searching:                                                                                                          

Fine Art - "Creative art, esp. visual art, whose products are to 

be appreciated primarily or solely for their imaginative, 

aesthetic, or intellectual content.”       

 

 Crop tool in [Photoshop and] Photoshop Elements allows one to record the 

desired width and height in inches for an image to be printed. To the right 

of this is a box for "Resolution." My question is, how does one determine 

what that resolution number should be?   

The optimal output resolution setting will vary based on the specific output 

method. However, when printing an image a good starting point for a baseline 

resolution is 300 pixels per inch (ppi)  

If you were simply trying to crop an original image to a specific aspect ratio, but you don't want to resize 

the image in the process, you should leave the Resolution field for the Crop tool blank. A blank value for 

Resolution will cause the crop box to fit the aspect ratio you've defined, but the image will only be 

cropped without resizing in terms of the overall dimensions. In other words, you would be trimming 

pixels out of the image without resizing to a specific output size                                                                                               

If you are cropping an image to prepare it for printing, then you will want to specify a Resolution value 

for the Crop tool so the image will actually be resized to the specific intended output. The Resolution is 

only really a factor when preparing a photo for printing, not for preparing a photo for digital output.      

So, the Resolution setting for the Crop tool can be thought of as mostly a tool to use when preparing an 

image for printing. In general, a resolution of 300 pixels per inch (ppi) works well for most printed 

output. If you're using a photo inkjet printer, in most cases you'll get best results with a resolution of up 

to 360 ppi, though the specific optimal setting will depend on the printer being used to produce the 

print                                                                                                                                                                                                         

In general, a resolution of at least 300 ppi will provide excellent results with just about any printer. A 

higher setting may result in improved print quality depending on the printer being used, although in 

most cases there won't be a clear advantage to settings above about 400 ppi.  

asktimgrey.com  
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: www.russburdenphotography.com                                                                                                                        

Again we end this issue quoting Michael, “Stay Focused” 

Fog, especially when near larger bodies of water, harbors or coastal environments, can be so 

thick it’s referred to as pea soup. I’ve experienced this along the Oregon coast and the fishing 

ports of New England. In situations like this, I protect my equipment the same as if shooting in 

the rain due to the rapid buildup of water on my equipment.                                                                         

Fog can easily trick a camera’s meter. Straight metering of fog creates an underexposed image 

due to the high reflectivity of light. My standard compensation is +1 f stop. Depending upon its 

thickness, more may be necessary. Bracketing in 1/2 stop increments is beneficial in that 

different exposures produce different effects. 

A “Mist” Shot                                                                                                                                

Some people associate fog with inclement weather. 

Not me - I say “cool” and grab my camera to create 

moody images. Foggy conditions elicit ethereal 

feelings. The light is diffused and even, but very flat. 

Learn how to take advantage of this to make an 

image successful.   

 As compositional elements recede from the camera position, so does the intensity of their shape, 

color, and contrast. Place a dominant subject in the foreground and it becomes the primary element. 

All others become secondary as they melt into the background in a wash of mist. This evokes a 

solemn and peaceful mood. When created properly, photographs made in fog tend to be visually 

soothing.                                                                                                                       When you 

shoot in the fog take necessary precautions to protect your camera from the surrounding mist. Fog 

does appear in differentiating densities. Its density dictates what is necessary to keep the camera 

safe. Along coastal areas fog can be so thick it feels like a misty drizzle. At other times it can be a soft 

The biggest danger of fog to a camera is 

moisture. Make sure no water builds up on the 

body. In a thin fog, a periodic wipe with a 

towel should be enough to keep the body dry. 

Also keep in mind to wipe the viewfinder 

eyepiece as mist can build up on it. A quick 

wipe of the front lens element is also 

essential. The mist will magnify the fog’s 

diffusing effect, often to an unacceptable 

level. 
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